Study plan

Sports and Physical Education, one year
Programme description
The programme is decentralized with teaching sessions at Meråker Upper Secondary School. The programme is designed to suit high level
athletes - primarily within cross-country and biathlon, with part-time study of the course of two years (4 semesters).

Teaching and learning focus on practical activities within different environments, including activities suitable for community sports. Students'
perceptions and reflections, combined with theoretical knowledge, provide a valuable background for training as well as the student's personal
development.

Interdisciplinary activities incorporate physics, biomechanics, physiology, sociology and psychology.

The study programme consists of the following courses:
Practical knowledge about sport 1, 15 credits
Social science topics in sport, 15 credits
Natural science topics in sport, 15 credits
Practical knowledge about sport 2, 15 credits
Each topic constitutes a separate unit in the final assessment. See the course descriptions. The topics are run mainly in concentrated batches,
but may touch upon themes that are addressed over longer periods of time.

ECTS Credits
60
Study level
One-year programme
Teaching language
English and Norwegian
Faculty
The Faculty of Education and Arts
Course location
Levanger
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Study model
Expand all
1st study year

Autumn 2021
Course id

Course name

ECTS Credits

IDR1015

Sport science and society (1/2)

Ends spring 2022

IDR1016

Training physiology, training principles and training methods (1/2)

Ends spring 2022

IDR1017

Practical sports 1 (1/2)

Ends spring 2022

Spring 2022
Course id

Course name

ECTS Credits

IDR1015

Sport science and society (2/2)

10 SP

IDR1016

Training physiology, training principles and training methods (2/2)

10 SP

IDR1017

Practical sports 1 (2/2)

10 SP

2nd study year

Autumn 2022
Course id

Course name

ECTS Credits

IDR1018

Development and learning (1/2)

Ends spring 2023

IDR1019

Kinesiology and anatomy (1/2)

Ends spring 2023

IDR1020

Practical sports 2 (1/2)

Ends spring 2023

Spring 2023
Course id

Course name

IDR1018

Development and learning (2/2)

10 SP

IDR1019

Kinesiology and anatomy (2/2)

10 SP

IDR1020

Practical sports 2 (2/2)

10 SP
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ECTS Credits

Learning outcomes
The programme is decentralized with gatherings at Meråker Upper Secondary School. The study programme is organized for top athletes primarily within cross-country and biathlon and is organized as a part-time course over two years (4 semesters).
The uniqueness of this programme of study is the work with practical activities in different environments. It includes movement activities and
sports that are appropriate for voluntary sports. The students' perceptions and experiences through working with the practical activities,
combined with theoretical knowledge, have value both as a background for the training function, and for the student's personal development.
The work will largely involve interdisciplinary activities from topics within sports, school and society. A scientifically based approach to basic
topics from physics and biomechanics, physiology, sociology and psychology will broaden the practical syllabus material.
Under each individual topic, the goal for the students' expected competence (learning outcome) is described. The study programme consists of
the following courses:
Practical knowledge about sport 1, 15 credits
Social science topics in sport, 15 credits
Natural science topics in sports, 15 credits
Practical knowledge about sport 2, 15 credits

Each topic constitutes a separate unit in the final assessment. See the course descriptions. The topics are run mainly in concentrated batches,
but have a thematic focus running over longer periods.

Admission requirements
Admission will be on the basis of Higher Education Entrance Qualification.
For more information regarding admission requirements and how to apply, please visit this page

Career possibilities
This course of education provides basic qualifications for different training jobs in organized and unorganized form (e.g. the fitness centre
industry) and other work related to sports, performance development, physical activity and public health.

Further education
The one-year sports programme can qualify for admission to a bachelor's degree in sports science.
Students are encouraged to also take Skills and Performance Development in Sports (30 credits), at the same time as the one-year sports
programme in sports. It is also possible to take a bachelor major in sports (30 credits) after graduating from the one-year programme. In
addition to the 120 credits offered at Meråker campus, it is possible to take sports subjects (60 credits) at Nord's other campuses, which can be
used together to form a bachelor's degree in sports (180stp). The one-year programme may also be taken as part of a self-selected bachelor’s
degree/sports-specific bachelor's degree course. You will then qualify for admission to the master’s degree programme in Physical Education at
Nord University, Levanger, or master’s degree studies at other institutions. 30 credits can be accommodated as a school-related subject in
Primary and Lower Secondary Teacher Education.

Costs
During the programme of study, the costs for purchasing books and necessary training and walking equipment must be calculated. The
programme's distinctiveness requires the use of various practical learning arenas. Therefore, one must also reckon on transport costs to these
practical learning arenas around the Meråker municipality where the campus lies. The students themselves are responsible for transport to
practical learning arenas in the Meråker municipality (campus). The faculty's arrangements for reimbursement of transport costs apply to
teaching outside the campus/municipality.
This programme is specially designed for top athletes. There is a fee for this special top-level athletic adaptation. The fee covers access to
fitness rooms, halls, cross-country trails, roller ski routes as well as access to other facilities associated with the campus. The fee also covers
daily training follow-up, follow-up for two sessions and access to test labs including, for example, a special treadmill for skiing, together with
video and computer equipment needed for technical analysis. The fee for a top-level sports adaptation is NOK 32000, - and covers the entire
one-year programme (4 semesters).
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Specific arrangements for recognition of prior learning
Admission based on prior learning and work experience according to current rules. Contact the Student Adviser for more information on
admission based on prior learning and work experience.

Assessment methods
Learning outcomes form the basis for assessing the student's knowledge, skills and general competence. Various forms of assessment are used
in the study. There is a requirement for compulsory participation in most subjects. The student is expected therefore to contribute actively
through participation, collaboration and interest in order to create a good learning environment. See course descriptions for more information
about the assessment methods in each topic.

Graduation requirements
Evaluation and grading are based on the letters A-F, where A is best, and F is fail. Assessment may also be given as pass/fail or approved/not
approved.

Examination regulations are found in the "Forskrift om studier og eksamen for Nord Universitet (Nord)" (= Regulations governing studies and
examinations at North University) and "Retningslinjer for eksamenskandidater ved Nord” (= Guidelines for Examination candidates at North
University).

Programme evaluation
The study program is evaluated annually by the students through course questionnaires and by the programme coordinator. Evaluations are
part of the university's quality assurance system.

Qualifications requirements and regulations
Regulations governing studies and examinations at North University and related guidelines at the university's website.

Subject descriptions (6)
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Subject descriptions (6)
Sport science and society IDR1015
In addition to the semester fee and course literature, it is assumed that students
provide their own laptop computer.
SPORT SCIENCE AND SOCIETY IDR1015
ECTS Credits

10

Year of study

1st study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Meråker

Course type

Compulsory course
Theoretical course

Faculty

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Start semester

Autumn 2021 Spring
2022

Teaching language

English

Per Øyvind Torvik
Course coordinator
Associate Professor
7402 2984
per.o.torvik@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
The place of both sport and science in society can be complicated. The main focus of this course is therefore to introduce, discuss and reflect on
relevant issues related to sports science so that students have a greater understanding of their future work in the context of sports. Historical and
current challenges in the context of sports will serve as the core, with multidisciplinary angles. Through this course, students will gain basic insight
into what, how and why sports science as a subject area can be useful.

Prerequisites
The student must be admitted to one of the following programmes of study in order to complete the course:
Bachelor in Sport Science
One-year programme in sports

Required prerequisite knowledge: Higher Education Entrance Qualification

Costs
In addition to the semester fee and course literature, it is assumed that students provide their own laptop computer.
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Learning outcomes
KNOWLEDGE
Has knowledge of sports in a historical, cultural and social context in Norwegian society.
Can update their knowledge in various subject areas and perspectives, as well as be familiar with the need for the type of knowledge that can be
key to solving a problem.
Is familiar with research and development work related to sports science.

SKILLS
Can find, assess and refer to information and subject material to shed light on an issue.
Can reflect on your own professional practice and understanding of sport in society.

GENERAL COMPETENCE
Can disseminate subject material to shed light on an issue
Has insight into different perspectives from which to view sports, as well as relevant academic issues.
Can exchange views and experiences with others with a basis in the subject area and thereby contribute to the development of good professional
practices.

Course type
Compulsory course
Theoretical course

Teaching activities and methods
Compulsory
Part-time Meråker (50%)
Teaching on Campus

Permitted examination aids
All examination support materials allowed

Course evaluation
The programme of study is annually evaluated by the students through course evaluations and study programme evaluation. The evaluations are
part of the university's quality assurance system.

Exam description
Portfolio (MA). Graded grading scale: A-F. Comprises 100/100 of the grade in the course.

Coursework (AK):
Submission of 4 academic texts
2 group presentations
Compulsory participation (OD):
Specified in the work schedule
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Assessment and examinations
Compound evaluation, grading scale A-E for pass, F for fail
Compulsory participation, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved - Not approved.
Assessment task, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved - Not approved.
Portfolio assessment, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale A-E for pass, F for fail.

Overlapping courses
IDR1021v1 Sport science and society - 10 study points.

Course literature
The reading list can be found in Leganto
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Training physiology, training principles and training
methods IDR1016
In addition to the semester fee and course literature, it is assumed that students
provide their own laptop computer.
TRAINING PHYSIOLOGY, TRAINING PRINCIPLES AND TRAINING METHODS IDR1016
ECTS Credits

10

Year of study

1st study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Meråker

Course type

Compulsory course
Theoretical course

Faculty

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Start semester

Autumn 2021 Spring
2022

Teaching language

English

Per Øyvind Torvik
Course coordinator
Associate Professor
7402 2984
per.o.torvik@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
Sports training and physiology shall provide an understanding of the structure and function of organ systems, as well as how training affects the
organs during activity. Very few sports, if any, require only fitness, only strength, or only technique, etc. Overall performance involves a collaboration
of many abilities. Thus, the different sub-skills must be developed optimally in view of the whole.

Prerequisites
The student must be admitted to one of the following programmes of study in order to complete the course:
Bachelor in Sport Science
One-year programme in sports

Required prerequisite knowledge: Higher Education Entrance Qualification

Costs
In addition to the semester fee and course literature, it is assumed that students provide their own laptop computer.
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Learning outcomes
Knowledge
The candidate has…
Broad knowledge of the training principles that are central to the training work
Broad knowledge of key training methods for the development of various physical skills
Broad physiological knowledge of central organ systems that are important in playing sports
Broad knowledge of adaptations in the function of organ systems based on physical activity

Skill
The candidate …
Can apply professional knowledge of training principle and training methods to make training plans

General competence
The candidate …
Can exchange views and experiences with others with a background in the subject area sports training and physiology.

Course type
Compulsory course
Theoretical course

Teaching activities and methods
Compulsory
Part-time Meråker (50%)
Teaching on Campus

Permitted examination aids
No examination support materials are allowed

Course evaluation
The programme of study is annually evaluated by the students through course evaluations and study programme evaluation. The evaluations are
part of the university's quality assurance system.

Exam description
Written school examination (SK): 5 hours
Coursework (AK): Participation in lab assignments and submissions.
Compulsory participation (OD): Minimum 80% attendance of tuition.

Assessment and examinations
Compound evaluation, grading scale A-E for pass, F for fail
Compulsory participation, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved - Not approved.
Assessment task, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved - Not approved.
Written school examination, 5 hours, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale A-E for pass, F for fail.

Overlapping courses
IDR1022v1 Training physiology, training principles and training methods. - 10 study points.
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Course literature
The reading list can be found in Leganto
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Practical sports 1 IDR1017
In addition to the semester fee and course literature, it is assumed that students
provide their own laptop computer.
The costs of necessary personal equipment for the practical activities come in
addition.
PRACTICAL SPORTS 1 IDR1017
ECTS Credits

10

Year of study

1st study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Meråker

Course type

Compulsory course
Practical course

Faculty

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Start semester

Autumn 2021 Spring
2022

Teaching language

English

Per Øyvind Torvik
Course coordinator
Associate Professor
7402 2984
per.o.torvik@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
The course focuses on practical training and the development of owns skills in a variety of individual sports. The emphasis is also on the
development of knowledge to the selected sports that can be linked to theoretical issues. Emphasis will be placed on teaching that safeguards the
sports' own distinctive characteristics within selected topics, where our skilled academic staff prioritise core elements. The sports are carried out in
appropriate learning arenas connected to the university's campus (Levanger Municipality). The IVB 121 course is closely related to the IVB
131 course.

Prerequisites
The student must be admitted to one of the following programmes of study in order to complete the course:
Bachelor in Sport Science
One-year programme in sports

Costs
In addition to the semester fee and course literature, it is assumed that students provide their own laptop computer.
The costs of necessary personal equipment for the practical activities come in addition.
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Learning outcomes
KNOWLEDGE
Has knowledge of basic skills and specific factors for development of skills in the relevant individual sports
Has knowledge of training methods, central concepts and principles that can lead to the development of skills in the relevant individual sports

SKILLS
Can master relevant skills and techniques within the relevant individual sports.
Can explain and assess the factors and capacities that are essential for performance in the individual sports in question and present issues on this
basis.
Can reflect on own performance of skills related to individual sports.

GENERAL COMPETENCE
Has insight into general and specific factors related to training work in individual sports.
Can exchange views and experiences with a background in individual coaching work.

Course type
Compulsory course
Practical course

Teaching activities and methods
Compulsory
Part-time Meråker (50%)
Teaching on Campus

Course evaluation
The programme of study is annually evaluated by the students through course evaluations and study programme evaluation. The evaluations are
part of the university's quality assurance system.

Exam description
Practical examination (PR)
Coursework (AK): Specified in the course's work schedule
Compulsory participation (OD): Specified in the course's work schedule

Assessment and examinations
Compound evaluation, grading scale A-E for pass, F for fail
Compulsory participation, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved - Not approved.
Assessment task, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved - Not approved.
Practical examination, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale A-E for pass, F for fail.

Overlapping courses
IDR1023v1 Practical sports 1 - 10 study points.
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Course literature
The reading list can be found in Leganto
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Development and Learning IDR1018
In addition to the semester fee and course literature, it is assumed that students
provide their own laptop computer.
The costs of necessary personal equipment for the practical activities come in
addition.
DEVELOPMENT AND LEARNING IDR1018
ECTS Credits

10

Year of study

2nd study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Meråker

Course type

Compulsory course
Theoretical and
practical course

Faculty

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Start semester

Autumn 2022 Spring
2023

Teaching language

English

Application deadline

Per Øyvind Torvik
Course coordinator
Associate Professor
7402 2984
per.o.torvik@nord.no

Course description
The course's main focus is to shed light on learning and development processes in sport through the science of pedagogy, psychology and motor
skills. The course's practical parts will be closely related to IVB161. Selected topics in learning and development will be integrated and systematised
through practical experience and theoretical knowledge with a view to developing good acting skills as a coach and educator. It is important that
students can make a comprehensive assessment of the circumstances that have implications so that training and learning from movements take
place in the most suitable way for the individual athlete.

Prerequisites
The student must be admitted to one of the following programmes of study to complete the course:
Bachelor in Sport Science
One-year programme in sports
Required prerequisite knowledge. Higher Education Entrance Qualification

Costs
In addition to the semester fee and course literature, it is assumed that students provide their own laptop computer.
The costs of necessary personal equipment for the practical activities come in addition.

Learning outcomes
Knowledge:
Knowledge of key factors in sports pedagogy that has implications for the role of the coach and how this affects the planning and implementation
of training for sports groups and individuals.
Is familiar with factors in children's and youth sports that are important for facilitating appropriate training and performance development.
Is familiar with research and development work in the subject area learning in sports.
Is familiar with psychological factors and topics that have relevance for sports practice and learning.
Is familiar with motoric factors and topics that have relevance for sports practice and learning.
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Course type
Compulsory course
Theoretical and practical course

Teaching activities and methods
Compulsory
Part-time Meråker (50%)
Teaching on Campus

Course evaluation
The programme of study is annually evaluated by the students through course evaluations and study programme evaluation. The evaluations are
part of the university's quality assurance system.

Exam description
Written school examination (SK): 5 hours
Coursework (AK): Specified in the course's work schedule
Compulsory participation (OD): Specified in the course's work schedule

Assessment and examinations
Compound evaluation, grading scale Letter grades
Assessment task, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Compulsory participation, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Written school examination, 5 hours, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Letter grades.

Overlapping courses
IDR1024v1 Development and Learning - 10 study points.

Course literature
Core curriculum to be defined in autumn 2020
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Kinesiology and Anatomy IDR1019
In addition to the semester fee and course literature, it is assumed that students
provide their own laptop computer.
KINESIOLOGY AND ANATOMY IDR1019
ECTS Credits

10

Year of study

2nd study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Meråker

Course type

Compulsory course
Theoretical course

Faculty

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Start semester

Autumn 2022 Spring
2023

Teaching language

English

Per Øyvind Torvik
Course coordinator
Associate Professor
7402 2984
per.o.torvik@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
This course shall provide a basic and interdisciplinary understanding of kinesiology and anatomy related to the context of sports. There will be a
focus on basic knowledge, and analysing movements associated with selected sports, but also of movements in general.

Prerequisites
The student must be admitted to one of the following programmes of study to complete the course:
Bachelor in Sport Science
One-year programme in sports
Required prerequisite knowledge: Higher Education Entrance Qualification

Costs
In addition to the semester fee and course literature, it is assumed that students provide their own laptop computer.

Learning outcomes
Knowledge:
Broad knowledge of concepts and terminology in anatomy and kinesiology
Broad knowledge of basic anatomy related to skills development in sports and movement analysis
Broad knowledge of the anatomy of the torso, upper and lower extremities
Broad knowledge of basic kinesiology, related skills development in sports and movement analysis
Broad knowledge of key mechanical laws and mechanical principles affecting movement solutions in sports
Skills:
Can analyse various movements in sports based on anatomy and kinesiology.
Can apply anatomy and kinesiology in the dissemination of skills development
General skills:
Have the professional knowledge to provide training advice based on the body's resources.
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Course type
Compulsory course
Theoretical course

Teaching activities and methods
Compulsory
Part-time Meråker (50%)
Teaching on Campus

Permitted examination aids
Calculator and formulary

Course evaluation
The programme of study is annually evaluated by the students through course evaluations and study programme evaluation. The evaluations are
part of the university's quality assurance system.

Exam description
Written school examination: 5 hours
Coursework (AK):
Submission of two assignments in movement analysis
Compulsory participation (OD):
In practical exercises and lab
80% participation in tuition

Assessment and examinations
Compound evaluation, grading scale Letter grades
Compulsory participation, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Assessment task, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Written school examination, 5 hours, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Letter grades.

Overlapping courses
IDR1025v1 Kinesiology and Anatomy - 10 study points.
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Practical Sports 2 IDR1020
In addition to the semester fee and course literature, it is assumed that students
provide their own laptop computer. The costs of necessary personal equipment and
travelling for the practical activities come in addition.
The course also includes courses in alpine skiing techniques. Students are given up
to 2000, - (Nok) in support of stays and lift passes for this course.
PRACTICAL SPORTS 2 IDR1020
ECTS Credits

10

Year of study

2nd study year

Level

Undergraduate

Course location

Meråker

Course type

Compulsory course
Practical course

Faculty

The Faculty of
Education and Arts

Start semester

Autumn 2022 Spring
2023

Teaching language

English

Per Øyvind Torvik
Course coordinator
Associate Professor
7402 2984
per.o.torvik@nord.no

Application deadline

Course description
The course is a continuation of IVB131 and in addition to focusing on practical training also focuses on the coaching role in the relevant sports. The
emphasis is also on the development of knowledge to the selected sports that can be linked to theoretical issues. Here the topic will be closely
related to IVB141 and IVB151. Emphasis will be placed on teaching that safeguards the sports' distinctive characteristics within selected topics, where
our skilled academic staff prioritise core elements and practical sports education elements.

Prerequisites
The student must be admitted to one of the following programmes of study to complete the course:
Bachelor in Sport Science
One-year programme in sports
Required prerequisite knowledge: Higher Education Entrance Qualification

Costs
In addition to the semester fee and course literature, it is assumed that students provide their own laptop computer. The costs of necessary personal
equipment and travelling for the practical activities come in addition.
The course also includes courses in alpine skiing techniques. Students are given up to 2000, - (Nok) in support of stays and lift passes for this course.
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Learning outcomes
KNOWLEDGE
Has knowledge of basic skills and specific factors for development of skills in the relevant sports
Has knowledge of training methods, central concepts and principles that can lead to skills development in the relevant sports
Has knowledge of facilitation and follow-up of appropriate training in the relevant sports as well as ski courses (alpine & cross-country).

SKILLS
Can apply professional knowledge to plan, facilitate, organise and lead training work based on objectives and through differentiated working
methods, including safeguarding the training principles and safety of athletes.
Can master relevant skills and techniques within the relevant sports.
Can reflect on own and others' performance of skills related to the relevant sports.

GENERAL COMPETENCE
Can exchange views and experiences with a background in individual coaching work
Can communicate knowledge to practitioners with a background in educational and training principles, and through this contribute to the
development of good practice

Course type
Compulsory course
Practical course

Teaching activities and methods
Compulsory
Part-time Meråker (50%)
Teaching on Campus

Course evaluation
The programme of study is annually evaluated by the students through course evaluations and study programme evaluation. The evaluations are
part of the university's quality assurance system.

Exam description
Practical examination (PR)
Coursework (AK): Defined in the course's work plan
Compulsory participation (OD): Defined in the course's work plan

Assessment and examinations
Compound evaluation, grading scale Letter grades
Compulsory participation, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Assessment task, comprises 0/100 of the grade, grading scale Approved/ Not approved.
Practical examination, comprises 100/100 of the grade, grading scale Letter grades.

Overlapping courses
IDR1026v1 Practical Sports 2 - 10 study points.

Course literature
Core curriculum is defined by subject teachers in the course's work plan
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